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Enhanced Choice.
Advanced Performance.
Steelcase Series 2 is the attainable, high-performing task chair that you
can personalize with extensive style choices. The backrest signals comfort
while the slim profile and light-scale look help optimize your space. The back
features an innovative geometric design that flexes in two dimensions to
provide continuous support for your spine as you move.

Highly Personalized Style
Style Steelcase Series™ 2 with standard or quilted upholstery. You can also celebrate
the attractive geometric back design without upholstery or warm it up with 3D Microknit.
Steelcase Series 2 is available as a standard-height task chair or as a higher stool. Add
comfort and convenience with an optional headrest or coat hanger.

AIR LIVEBACK™

Air LiveBack technology works through an innovative
geometric design that provides sophisticated support.
Breathable and transparent, the specially engineered
wave pattern is scaled to provide appropriate support
for each part of your spine. It flexes in two dimensions
as you move to create responsive, personalized
comfort and fit.

4D ADJUSTABLE
INDEPENDENT ARMRESTS

Armrests adjust in four dimensions – height,
width, depth and pivot – to support neck and
shoulders in postures right for work, even
as you change tasks, move and collaborate.
Armrests remain parallel to the worksurface at
every angle of recline so you can stay on task.

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR

The optional height-adjustable lumbar provides
additional back support, fitting comfortably in the
curve of your back.

DYNAMIC SEAT

Adaptive seat bolstering conforms to your shape
to create instant comfort. Seat depth adjusts to
suit your position, and flexible seat edge makes
room for movement.

RESPONSIVE BACK TENSION

A weight-activated back tension mechanism responds
automatically as you sit to create appropriate ergonomic
support – with three settings you can adjust for further
comfort. Seat and backrest stay synchronized for
comfort as you recline.

BACK STYLES

Plastic Airback

3D Microknit

Upholstered

ACCESSORIES

Quilted

Fabric Back Cover

SURFACE MATERIALS
Available in 19 mix-and-match 3D Microknit and Plastic
Airback options plus three frame finishes. For more
information on these and other finishes, visit us online
and view our Specification Guide.

Headrest

Coat Hanger

Call 800.333.9939 or visit Steelcase.com
facebook.com/Steelcase

twitter.com/Steelcase

youtube.com/SteelcaseTV
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